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Customers with a penchant for games streaming get an appropriate Logitech webcam bundle--
the BRIO 4K Stream Edition, a camera able to push 4K video at 60fps with HDR, as well as
1080p at 60fps.

  

“With BRIO 4K Stream Edition, we’ve optimised our popular BRIO camera for streaming," the
company says. "The result is a webcam that has everything a pro broadcaster could want to
better engage with their audience. On top of capturing live all details in 4K, the frame rate
priority mode enables 1080p/60fps stream with constant frame rate and a complete integrated
solution with XSplit Broadcaster.”

  

The camera features 5x digital zoom when recording in 4K resolution, together with RightLight
with HDR to ensure correct exposure of faces when in varied or extreme (low bright, bright light,
backlight) lighting conditions. Also included are autofocus and three FOV settings (65-, 78- and
90-degrees).

      

For users with frame rate as priority 1080p recording takes place at 60fps, reducing lag or delay
during slow-motion recordings or replays. Another relevant feature is ChromaCam, an AI
background neutraliser app able to blur, remove or replace clutter for more professional-looking
images.

  

Regular customers can also make use of the BRIO 4K, particularly since it has an IR sensor
allowing facial unlocking through security software such as Windows Hello. On the audio side, it
offers dual omni-directional microphones with noise cancellation. Mounting comes through
various clips and tripod mounts, and it is compatible with both Windows and Mac PCs via USB.
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The BRIO 4K Stream Edition is available now in a bundle with a free 12-month XSplit premium
license covering XSplit Broadcaster and XSplit Gamecaster. OBS also supports the BRIO 4K
Stream out of the box.

  

Go Logitech Brio 4K Stream Edition
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http://www.logitech.com/en-us/product/brio

